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Focus of the project

Parallelisation

Analysis of large amounts of economical data and data-driven inference of causality relations between different components of
economical systems is one of the central problems in modern computational finance and economics. The task of proper mathematical
description and adequate causality understanding for the economical data is hampered by the multiscale nature of the underlying
processes, resulting from the presence of different temporal and spatial, i.e. regional, sectorial and global, scales.
Important challenges are:
(i) an investigation of the mutual causality influences of different economic observables and their spatial (e.g., regional) and temporal
(e.g., associated with the business cycle) evolution,
(ii) identification of the most important exogenous impact factors that play a role in their dynamics,
(iii) proper mathematical and statistical description of the influences coming from the unresolved/latent scales and factors.
The solution of these problems can be enhanced by analysis of a causality network inferred from the data. This network is a directed
weighted graph with edges representing the causality relations between the different economical variables, exogenous factors, etc.
(situated at the vertices of this causality graph). Analysis of this graph would allow to understand the most important features of the
underlying complex economical system.

The basic layout of the data distribution is presented in Figure 1. We naturally split data x of the problem through the largest parameter
of the problem - the length of time-series T . In the same way, we also split corresponing cluster indicator functions γ. Since the number
of model parameters is small (the aim of the optimisation is not only to fit the model to obtain the smallest error but also use as few
parameters as possible, see AIC (4)). Therefore, each node could own the whole vector of parameters of all models θ. However, using
this approach, nodes have to communicate during the inner optimisation problem objects assembly process in every outer iteration.
The most time-consuming operation (the projection onto feasible set in QP) is performed locally. Since the matrix of the QP is block
diagonal Laplace matrix, there is only a small communication during multiplication process. Moreover, this parallelisation aproach
provides us an opportunity to manipulate with data which cannot be stored locally (long time-series).
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Milestone questions about the targeted economical data:
1. Is there a causality relation between different sectors of the economy with respect to the credit risk migrations?’
2. What is the most effective implementation of the multiscale causality inference framework in the embarassingly-parallel case?
3. Are there any statistically-significant causality impacts from other sectors on the companies inside of the ‘Banking and Finance’ sector?
4. Among all of the considered alternatives and platforms, what is the most scalable implementation for multiscale causality inference?
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Figure 1: Computation on large-scale time-series data. We naturally split the data and indicator functions through the time-series. There are running several
parallel jobs (computational units), which solve the problem with different initial conditions / number of clusters / integer model parameters.

Non-stationary modelling

In furture work, we create a management on the top of this approach. Each computing unit will consist of the set of nodes operating
together on one data vector solving one particular problem of given K and the set of random initial values of γ.
Also this parallel time-series splitting layout brings naturally the idea of the domain decomposition methods for solving not only inner
QP , but also a whole original optimisation problem (2).

We suppose that unknown parameters of the model θ are changing in time
θ∗(t) = arg min

ZT
g (x(t), θ(t)) dt ≈ arg min

θ(t)

T
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g (xt , θ(t)),

t=0
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Toy model: Geometrical time-dependent clustering with K-means model

where g (x(t), θ) represents local model error (or equivalently negative value of maximum likelihood function), for example
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g (x(t), θ(t)) = kx(t) − θ(t)k (K-means model),
g (x(t), θ(t)) = x(t) −
αp (t)t p
(polynomial regression),

Geometrical clustering problem represents the most basic modelling functions - constant function. We are trying to model the given
data using the one value in every cluster in least-square sence
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∀t ∈ Tk : xt = θk + t
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(autoregressive models).

L(θ1, . . . , θK , Γ) =

T X
K
X

γk (t)kxt − θk k2 → min

t=0 k=1

The early Matlab implementation revealed the main algorithm challenges, see Figure 2. The inner problems in Algorithm 1 could reuse
the solution from previous outer iteration as an initial approximation in new solution process. Moreover, it is not necessary to solve
problems exactly and adaptive precision control should be proposed and implemented.

Assumptions
1.) ∀t in k-th cluster : θ(t) = θk (i.e. θ is constant on cluster)
[Θ∗, Γ∗(t)] = arg min

ZT X
K

Θ,Γ

γk (t) · g (x(t), θk ) dt ≈ arg min
Θ,Γ

k=1

0

T X
K
X

γk,t · g (xt , θk )

t=0 k=1

where each cluster is determined by
θk

vector of cluster stationary model parameters (depends on used model),

1 if k-th cluster is active in t
model indicator function γk (t) ∈ {0, 1}, γk (t) =
and exactly one cluster is active in t
0 if k-th cluster is inactive in t

γk

2.) continuous real-valued functions γk (t) ∈ [0, 1]
0 ≤ γk (t) ≤ 1, ∀t :

K
X

γk (t) = 1

Figure 2: Initial example: one-dimensional K-means problem with K = 3, T = 2000 solved by FEM-BV-H1 in Matlab. The problem is solved in 4 outer
iterations, the inner QP problem (of dimension K · N = 6000) is solved by Matlab quadprog solver. Let us remark that the Matlab implementation of
’interior-point-convex’ algorithm is not able to use approximation of solution from previous outer iteration as an initial guess of the solution. Moreover, it is
not able to control the precision based on the decrease of the objective function. In projected gradient methods (like SPG-QP), we are able to control the
decrease in every iteration as well as use initial approximation.

We implement Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 in PETSc framework and solve K-means problem on 2 nodes on PIZ Daint machine (Intel
Xeon E5-2670 (8 cores, 32GB) with NVIDIA Tesla K20X (2688 cores, 6GB)) . The results are presented in Figures 3, 4, 5, and 7.
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3.) smooth γk (t) ⇒ regularisation, kγkH1 ≤ kxkH1
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K
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γk (t) · g (x(t), θk ) dt+ε2
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(using FEM hat functions)
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Solving the problem
The optimisation problem is given by
[Θ∗, Γ∗] = arg min
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K
X

Θ,Γ

K T
−1
X
X
γk,t · g (xt , θk ) + ε2
(γk,t+1 − γk,t )2
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s.t. 0 ≤ γk,t ≤ 1, ∀t :

k=1 t=0

K
X

γk,t = 1.

(2)

Figure 3: Large-scaled example: Switching schema for generating testing
benchmark.

k=1

Figure 5: The solution: indicator model function in FEM-BV-H1 model found
using our new library. Library generates files suitable for ParaView.

This nonconvex problem (2) could be solved iteratively as a sequence of solution of two optimisation problems, see Algorithm 1.
Given cost function f : Rn → R, initial approximation x 0 ∈ Ω,
projection onto feasible set PΩ(x), parameters m ∈ N, γ ∈ (0, 1),
safeguarding parameters σ1, σ2 ∈ R : 0 < σ1 < σ2 < 1, precision
ε > 0, and initial step-size α0 > 0.

set feasible initial approximation Γ0
while kL(Γit , Θit ) − L(Γit−1, Θit−1)k ≥ ε
solve Θit = arg min L(Θ, Γit−1)
Θ

solve Γit = arg min L(Θit , Γ)

k := 0
g 0 := Ax 0 − b
f 0 := 1/2hg 0 − b, x 0i

(with fixed Γit−1)

for k = 0, 1, . . .
d k := PΩ(x k − αk g k ) − x k

(with fixed Θit )

Γ

compute matrix-vector multiplication Ad k
compute multiple dot-product hd k , {d k , Ad k , g k }i
p
if hd k , d k i ≤ ε then stop.

it = it + 1
endwhile

fmax := max{f (x k−j ) : 0 ≤ j ≤ min{k, m − 1}}
ξ := (fmax − f k )/hd k , Ad k i
β̄ := −hg k ,p
d k i/hd k , Ad k i
β̂ := γ β̄ + γ 2β̄ 2 + 2ξ
choose βk ∈ hσ1, min{σ2, β̂}i

Algorithm 1: Outer algorithm.

Γit = arg min 12 γ T Hγ + g T γ
subject to ∀t :

K
P
k=1

H ∈R

K ·T ,K ·T

γkt

= 1, γ ≥ 0.

, g, γ ∈ R

(3)

K ·T

AIC (L, Θ, K ) = −2 ln L + 2(sizeof(Θ) + K )

x k+1 := x k + βk d k
g k+1 := g k + βk Ad k
f k+1 := f k + βk hd k , g k i + 21 βk2hd k , Ad k i
k

k

k

k

αk+1 := hd , d i/hd , Ad i
k := k + 1
endwhile

Figure 4: The solution: clustered data. The affiliation to the cluster is decided
by the maximum value of indicator functions γ0, γ1, γ2 (see Figure 5). For
visualisation, we used VTK format openable in Paraview.

Figure 6: Monotone decrease of global objective function during outer iterations. Our algorithm is terminated when the difference of objective function
is less than 10−4.

Future work: from Time-Regularisation to Graph-Regularisation

time-persistent/metastable models

…

t
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tn
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graph-persistent/metastable models

…
time

Regularization: parameter values of θ(t) should be
similar if they are close in time

Regularization: parameter values of θ(s) should be
similar if they are close on the graph

(4)
Return approximation of solution x k .
P

H = 2diag ( |Wi,:|) − 2W , W = G ◦ B, B = 3-diag(1, 1, 1)
G − graph connectivity matrix, ◦ − Kronecker product

Algorithm 2: Spectral projected gradient method for QP.

Please notice that the second problem in Algorithm 1 (i.e. Γ-problem) is independent of selected model. The model indicator functions
Γ are represented by vector of dimension K · T and they have to fullfill conditions (1). The obtained optimisation problem is Quadratic
Programming problem with SPS Hessian matrix and feasible set defined by simplex (3). Solving this problem is the most
time-consuming operation.
In our library, we are using a Spectral Projected Gradient method (see Martinez et al. [8]) simplified for QP problems (see Algorithm 2)
developed by Pospisil [7]. The algorithm is based on the solving the sequence of projection problems and since the feasible set is
described by separable simplex constraints (of dimension K ), this system extends the granularity of the solution process and it is suitable
for GPU.

Matrix-vector multiplication still can be written in matrix-free form and effectivelly
performed on GPU. Moreover, the constraints of the QP problem remain the same,
therefore the projection problem could be solved in full-parallel way.

Figure 7: Example: pattern of Hessian matrix in Graph-regularisation.
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